If both Alice and Bob have access to a two-qubit "background state" then, by simulating Everett's many worlds interpretation of measurement, Alice can teleport a qubit to Bob, each using fixed unitaries. If Bob has access to only one of the background qubits, teleportation is still possible by Alice sending Bob one classical bit of information gained from a measurement of the other qubit. The Everett picture unifies unitaries, measurements, and classical communication into just unitaries, provided there are background states shared by all parties.
The usual description of quantum-state teleportation is given within the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics, and so involves projection measurements and classical communication. However, by now there are many versions of quantum mechanics without a separate measurement process. These include Bohmian mechanics [1] , the consistent histories approach [2] , Everett's many worlds [3] , its variant "many minds" [4] , and any number of decoherence theories [5] . One can ask how teleportation proceeds in these alternate formalisms. This should not only give new conceptual perspectives on what has been dubbed "quantum information" but may also provide new mathematical tools to deal with quantum-state processing. In the Everett version we feel both thing happen. One sees a trade-off between quantum and classical communication, and the various types of actions of the parties get a unified description.
Let us recall the usual teleportation protocol. Alice has an unknown qubit φ u = α | 0 u + β | 1 u which she wants to send to Bob. We use subscripts on kets to also label the Hilbert spaces to which they belong. Thus φ u ∈ H u . Each one of the parties also has one of a pair of entangled qubits in the state
Here and below, states are not assumed to be normalized.
In the usual teleportation scheme, Alice measures her pair of qubits in the Bell basis:
where x, y are qubit indices, that is 0 or 1, and all sums are modulo 2. Using two classical bits (c-bits) Alice now sends Bob the result of her measurement, say the two numbers x and y if the measurement projected her pair of qubits onto ψ xy . Bob then applies the unitary transformation
to his partner of Λ, which is now disentangled from the rest, producing the state
, and exact replica of φ u . Let us also recall the von Neumann description of a measurement process. For simplicity assume all Hilbert spaces finite dimensional. We have a system S described by vectors in a Hilbert space H S and we wish to measure an observable A with non-degenerate eigenbasis | i S , i = 1, . . . , N . We also have a measuring apparatus that corresponds to the above observable and which is described by vectors in a Hilbert space H A with a set of "pointer states" | i A i = 1, . . . , N . We assume that | 1 A is also the initial state of the apparatus before any measurement takes place. The measurement process then is described by a unitary transformation U for which
holds. In other words, the pointer points to i if the state of the system is in | i S . Of course, since U is linear one has for a superposition of eigenstates of the system:
The right hand side is a an entangles state of system and apparatus without well defined pointer positions. Since we don't experience this in practice, we have the by now much vented "measurement problem" for which there are countless solution proposals. In the Everett scheme the right hand side corresponds to multiple worlds, one for each term with c i = 0, into which the world has split and in each one of which a definite pointer position is perceived by observers. We do not argue for this ontology, but proceed with the mathematical analysis. Thus we now model Alice's measuring apparatus by a two-qubit Hilbert space H E = H c ⊗ H d with basis | xy E = | x c | y d which are the "pointer positions" for the Bell basis. We use | 00 E as the initial state. Alice's measurement process is then described by a unitary which satisfies U : | 00 E ⊗ ψ xy → | xy E ⊗ ψ xy and which can be extended to the twelve-dimensional orthogonal complement in an arbitrary fashion.
We further assume that Alice and Bob both have access to H E , which is to be considered a common "background system".
The result of applying U , acting on the subproduct
Bob now performs a tripartite unitary operation V acting on H E ⊗H b defined by
Compare with (1). The result of VU applied to the initial state is
In other words Bob gets an exact copy of Alice's state φ u disentangled from the rest. We have thus succeeded in teleporting a qubit using two fixed unitaries, provided both parties have access to a background state which performs the role of measurement and classical communication. From the practical side, this is arguably no progress at all, for if Alice and Bob are far apart, no such background states are available. Conceptually and mathematically we have succeeded in unifying all the allowed actions of the parties, unitary transformations, measurement, and classical communication. They are all implemented by unitary transformations in an Everett universe. The teleportation act described above can be thought of as happening within an "Everett bubble" in an otherwise Copenhagen universe. The entangled state Λ and the initial neutral state of the "instrument", | 00 E , should be considered to be prepared in the usual Copenhagen way through measurement. The state φ b that Bob finally has can again be thought of as entering a Copenhagen universe, as it is totally disentangled from everything in the "bubble".
The boundary between the "bubble" and the surrounding Copenhagen universe is somewhat flexible. We have succeeded above in substituting classical communication of two c-bits by a sharing of two qubits of the environment. If Bob has access to only one of these qubits, say the one in H c he can still make use of this since Alice can now sends him one c-bit of information gathered from the qubit to which Bob has no access and again teleport φ u to Bob. This half-classical-half-quantum communication can take place in two possible orders, first Alice acts then Bob, or vice versa. Let thus Alice first perform a measurement on state (2) of the qubit in H c using the basis | 0 , | 1 with outcomes 0 and 1 respectively. Denote Alice's outcome by z. The resulting projected state is the first line of expression (2) if the outcome is 0 and is the second line if it is 1. Alice now transmits the result of her measurement (one c-bit's worth) to Bob. Depending on z, Bob applies the following unitary on
which results in a final state
Thus in the end, for both values of z, Bob holds a qubit disentangled from the rest which is a duplicate of Alice's qubit φ u .
Consider now the opposite order. Bob now applies W 0 to state (2) which results in
Alice now measures the qubit in H c as before. If the result is 0, the projected state is the first line in expression (4) and if it is 1, it's the second line. As before, Alice send her result z to Bob who acts with the unitary | x b → | x + z b in H b . Again, for both cases of z, the final state is (3), and so there's a state φ b in H b disentangled from the rest which is a perfect copy of Alice's φ u .
One sees here a satisfying equivalence between the use of one qubit in the "Everett bubble" and one c-bit in the Copenhagen exterior.
The Everett interpretation still raises many conceptual issues but one can be assured of its mathematical consistency. It is then plausible that many, if not all, instances of quantum state processing utilizing unitaries, measurements and classical communication can be equivalently described solely by unitaries in appropriate "Everett bubbles" by introducing universally available "background states". This also accords with the view that there really is no classical regime and everything is truly quantum. Classicity would be an emergent appearance and all processes would in the end be implemented by unitaries provided enough quantum degrees of freedom are included in the description.
